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Matching of horoscope
for marriage

- K.K. Joshi
The question of what is a good or bad match for marriage is one of the

most complicated questions to answer astrologically. It is as difficult as
deciding the issue of what is destined and what is free will. In Mahabharata,
a famous Hindu epic Lord Shiva  said to  Uma:

naxa~aiNa gàhaScaOva SauBaaSauBa inavaodka. maanavaanaaM mahaBaagao na tu kma-kra svayama\ ..
kovalama\ gàh naxa~ma na kraoit SauBaaSauBama\. sava-maa%makRtma\ kma- laaokvaadao gàha [it .. mahaBaart AnauSaasana pva-
" Planets and nakshatras only indicate the auspicious and inauspicious

for persons they do not cause any karma.".. " Planets and stars are not the
only deciding factors of one's auspicious or inauspicious rather it is all based
on one's own Karmas of this or previous birth"

Destiny is a question of faith and it cannot be proved with logic. It is in
the interest of people to accept this. You will never know whether your
marriage was destined or of your choice. So before you get married try to
find a good match as if it is your free will and after marriage accept it as your
destiny.

It is impossible to define a happy marriage. The social and cultural
environment plays a decisive role in making a marriage workable or disastrous.
In this given desha, Kaala and Paatra situation astrological principles get
modified and thereby make it almost impossible to identify a rigid set of
parameters to judge marriage compatibility issues with the help of astrology.
Anyone who wants to be an astrological counsellor in this field has to be
very clear regarding the following:

1. There are no rigid cause-effect relationships in astrology. No single
factor can help in predicting success or failure in a particular area. There
is nothing like: 'Mars in 7th house leads to loss of spouse' or: 'Sun is a
separative planet'. Such statements have no meaning without
considering other factors. We have to study all the variables in totality
and then decide what exactly a particular combination will mean in the
given socio cultural environment and that also will be indicative and
not decisive because manifestation of results will be different in Satwika,
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Rajasika and Tamasika persons. Dasha of 7th lord at the age of 70 for an
Indian may mean time to recite Mahamrityunjaya mantra and for an
American it may mean the time to get settled and get married.

2. One should always take in to consideration the background of the person
and his expectations from the astrologer. There are people who want
to follow their rich traditions and want to be guided by Shastras . While
advising them all basics of matching should be followed, specially those
in which they have faith even if they may not visibly affect married life.
So if they believe that as Brahmins there should be no marriage with
'naadi dosha' they should be advised accordingly. There is a beautiful
example in Mahabharata Udyoga Parva when Lord Krishna decided to
go to Duryodhana as mediater so that war between Pandavas and
Kauravas could be avoided. He started his journey in Revati nakshatra
( Friendly nakshatra). He knew that his efforts will fail but still he chose
a good muhurta to commence his journey as prescribed by Shastras.
Then there are those persons who do not have such background and
they simply want to know whether a particular match will be good or
bad for marriage. In such cases total analysis of all relevant areas should
be done and the person should be advised accordingly. Here we can
ignore those factors which we think will not affect marriage.
In modern times we may come across cases where a boy and girl have
already decided to get married and the parents out of curiosity want to
know about compatibility. In such cases the astrologer should not put
unnecessary fears in the minds of the questioner. He can suggest
precautions, he can ask them to wait and think for some more time if he
feels that they are going through a bad dasha. Situation based wisdom
should be exercised.

3 In the modern times people are getting career conscious and in that
process they sometimes become overage for marriage. Such cases are
to be judged in that light. Now it is not the question of getting the
best, it is the question of getting one.
Thus the task of a marriage counsellor is very complicated in modern
times when all forces are going against the institution of marriage
Keeping in view the above factors the research group worked on a
number of horoscopes and tried to identify the parameters to be used
to judge marriage compatibility. A brief introduction of the parameters
will be given in the following pages in the order given below:
A. Judge the promise for marriage in the horoscopes of boy and girl

individually
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B. Moon based matching
C. Matching based on placement of planets in different houses
D. Some other factors which need consideration
E. Dashas after marriage

Let us discuss these one by one in detail.

A. Analyzing the promise in the horoscope for marriage
Following areas are to be looked for marriage:

i. Condition of 7th house
ii. Condition of 7th lord
iii. Condition of significater Venus
iv. Condition of 7th house from Venus
v. Kendras of navamsha for predominant benefic or malefic influence
vi. Condition of 7th lord of birth chart in navamsha
vii. Condition of Venus in navamsha
viii.7th house and 7th  lord of navamsha chart
ix. 7th house and 7th lord of Rashitulya navamsha (Takinng Lagna of

Birth chart in navamsha)
x. Dashas after marriage
This ten point analysis should be done for other relavant houses as well

e.g. 12th house for marital comforts, 2nd and 8th house for longevity of
spouse and 5th house for children.

Any house which is occupied or aspected by benefics or it's own lord
or is placed between benefics will prosper. Any house occupied or aspected
by malefics, 6/8/12 lords or placed between malefics will suffer. This most
popular rule should be judiciously applied. A planet will take the results of
its signification and lordship to the house where it is placed and also where
it aspects- positive or negative will depend on total analysis of the horoscope.
For example where most of the indicators are positive Mars in 7th house will
mean a good looking spouse with a well built body, fair complexion and
slim waist. ( majjaavaana A$Naambar: maQyaat\ kRSa: saMr@tgaaOr: kuja:
). It may also mean a spouse working in army, police or may be a surgeon.
With most of the indicators negative same Mars in 7th house may mean
diseased spouse ( kujaona ivaklaaMgaI ). With positive indicators dominant
Mars and Venus placed in 7th house will indicate strong attraction towards
one's spouse ( specially in lagnas of venus and mars). Same Mars and Venus
in 7th house with total analysis showing negative may indicate extramarital
affairs. All planets have some positive and some negative results in their
kitty. What will come out will depend on supportive factors, socio-cultural
environment and family background of a person. In the book we have
compiled good and bad influences of planets in 7th house. Where many
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planets are influencing a particular house, the planet which has its degrees
close to lagna will have maximum impact.

Similarly if the lord of a house and its significator is well placed and
connected with good planets in birth chart and divisional charts it will indicate
good results and vice versa. Here also the planet will take the results of its
lordship to the house where it is placed and where it is aspecting- negative
or positive will depend on total analysis. For example, with most of the
variables indicating positive, 7th lord in 6th house will indicate happy
marriage and marital satisfaction (6th house is 12th from 7th i.e. the house of
marital comforts of spouse). The same 7th lord in 6th with other indicators
negative may mean marriage discord (then 6th house will become the
house of enemies). 6th house is also house of expenditure for spouse (12th
from 7th ). It may indicate problem due to spending habits of the spouse, it
may also mean that spouse has enough to spend. Take another example.
7th lord in Lagna may mean marriage of choice or marriage in a known
family, it may also mean that the person will be his/her own spouse (no
marriage). Thus it is to be seen in the light of other variables.

The above factors should be kept in mind to assign meaning to a
particular placement of a planet or house lord and we should have open
mind in this regard. There is nothing like -if A then B, in astrology. One
planet may have a number of interpretations and one out of those should be
chosen in the light of total analysis of the horoscope and Desha, Kaala and
Paatra.

A student asked, "What is the result of the Dasha of strong 5th lord?".
Teacher replied, "If the dasha comes at the age of 15-25, the person will do
well in studies; if it comes at the age of 25-35 he will get children; but if the
dasha comes at the age of 60 the person will join astrology course at Bharatiya
Vidya Bhawan and bother us by asking irrelevant questions".

With this wisdom one should analyse 7th house, 7th lord, Venus and
7th house from Venus. Then one should check navamsha. If a number of
benefic planets occupy kendras of navamsha it will indicate good for marriage
and vice versa. If 7th lord of Birth chart and Venus are well placed in navamsha
(exalted, own house, friendly house) with benefic association and aspect it
is good for marriage. If the above planets are ill placed with malefic
connections it indicates negative. Similarly we can analyse 7th house and
7th lord of navamsha and Rashi Tulya navamsha (taking Lagna of Birth chart
in navamsha). One should never forget to check the dasha after marriage
and the condition of dasha lords in Birth Chart and navamsha.

When both the horoscopes of boy and girl indicate happy
marriage then minor defects in matching will not create a problem
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B Traditional Matching or Matching based on Moon
A brief description of moon based matching is given below:

1. Varna Matching
This is based on moon sign of boy and girl. 4/8/12 rashis are vipra

varna or Brahmins; 1/5/9 rashis are kshatriyas; 2/6/10 are vaishyas and 3/7/
11 are shoodras. Brahmina is highest varna and kshatriyas, vaishyas and
shoodras are inferior in order. If Moon sign of bridegroom is similar to or
superior than (in terms of varna) that of the bride then one point is given (it
is considered a good match) otherwise zero point is given.

Table 1.1 Varna matching points

2. Vashya Matching
Vashya means within control. In this matching it is seen that which sign

controls which sign. Depending on the nature of signs the signs are divided
in to five catagories:

i. 3/6/7/11 signs and first half of Sagittarius are human signs
ii. Aries, Taurus, second half of Sagittarius and first half of Capricorn

are quadrupeds
iii. Cancer, Pisces and second half of Capricorn are Jalachara or watery

signs
iv. Leo is vanchara
v. Scorpio is Keeta or insect.

When the Moon sign of male and female belong to the same group
two points are given. When girl's moon sign belongs to a group which is
controllable by the group of boy's moon sign then one point is given .
When girl's moon sign belongs to a group which is the food of  the male's
moon sign group give point. In other cases no point is given. The point
allotment can be seen from table 1.2.
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Table 1.2 Vashya matching points

3. Taara Matching:
This matching is based on the janma nakshatra of boy and girl. Count

from boy's nakshatra to girl's nakshatra and divide the number by 9. If the
remainder is 3/5/7 give zero otherwise give 1.5 point. Similarly count from
girl's nakshatra to boy's nakshatra and divide the number by 9. If the
remainder is 3/5/7 give zero otherwise give 1.5 points. If in both the countings
we get benefic taara we get 3 points. We cannot get zero points in this.

4. Yoni Matching:
In this certain nakshatras are allotted the species of certain animals. In

this matching we see whether boy and girl belong to friendly animal group
or enemy group. Given below are the yonis (animal groups) allotted to
various nakshatras and their bitter enemy yoni:

Table 1.3 Nakshatra yonis and bitter enemy yonis
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Note the nakshatra of boy and girl and identify the yonis. For same
yoni give 4 points (e.g. boy with Rohini and girl with Mrigshira both snake
yoni); For bitter enemy groups give zero points (e.g. Jyestha and Ardra).
For enemity by nature of animals give 1 point. (cat and dog, cow and lion,
snake and rat etc. give one point). For friendly yonis give 3 points and for
neutral yonis give 2 points. This should be judged on the basis of nature of
animals.

5. Graha Maitri or Friendship of Rashi Lords
This matching is based on friendship or otherwise of moon sign lords

of boy and girl. The friends and enemies of planets are given in table 1.4.
The rashi lords of boy and girl should be noted and points should be allotted
in the following manner :

Table 1.4 Friendship of planets

● If the rashi lords are two way friends or same - 5 points
● One way friend and one way neutral ( e.g. Sun and mer) - 4 points
● Two way neutrals - 3 points
● One way friend one way enemy (e.g. mer and moon) - 1 point
● One way neutral and one way enemy - point
● Two way enemy - 0 point

6. Gana Matching:
This is based on janma nakshatras of boy and girl. The nakshatras are

divided in to following three catagories:
I. Deva Gana: Swati, Punarvasu, Shravana, Mrigshira, Rewati, Anuradha,

Hasta Ashwini and Pushya are Deva or auspicious forces
II. Maanava Gana : Three Poorvas, Three Uttaras, Bharani, Rohini and

Ardra are Maanava or humans
III. Rakshasha Gana: Ashlesha, Dhanistha, Jyestha, Moola, Shatbhisha,

Visakha, Krittika, Chitra and Magha are rakshasha or evil forces.
If boy and girl belong to the same category then full 6 points are

given. One belonging to rakshasha and other to maanava is considered
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highly inauspicious. The allotment of points for different combinations is
given in table 1.5.

Where there is proper rashi maître, Yoni Matching and Bhakoota
matching marriage can be permitted even if there is no Gana Matching

Where rashi lords or navamsha lords of rashi lords of both boy and girl
are same Gana Dosha will loose its maleficience

Table 1.5 Gana Matchins

6. Bhakoota or relative position of moon signs.
When the moon signs of boy and girl are placed in 2/12; 5/9; 6/8

positions from each other it is considered as malefic and zero point is given.
In other cases seven points are given. Some other rules given for these
malefic positions also need a mention:

2/12 position - This is called Dwirdwadasha dosha. It is more malefic
when rashi lords are not friends or when girl's rashi is second from boy's
rashi.

5/9 position - This is called  Navapanchama Dosha and considered
bad for progeny. Girl's rashi 5th from boy's rashi is considered more malefic.

6/8 Positions - This is called  Shadastaka Dosha and is considered more
malefic when rashi lords are enemies.

The above Bhakoota Dosha will loose its maleficience if rashi lords are
friends, if navamsha lords of rashi lords are friends, if there is naadi matching,
vashya matching or taara matching.

7. Naadi Matching:
This is also based on janma nakshatra of boy and girl. In this nakshatras

are divided in to three naadis called 1. Aadi, 2. Madhya and 3. Antya as
given in table 1.6
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Table 1.6 Nakshatras and Naadis.

When both boy and girl have same naadi then give zero points
otherwise give 8 points. Same naadi is considered highly malefic if it is
charana Vedha or minute Naadi Dosha. This can be seen from table 1.7
given below. If the nakshatra charana of boy and girl fall in the same line
then it is bad for compatibility. For example ashwini 1 will have sookshma
naadi dosha with Ardra 4 or Punarvasu 1.

Table 1.7 Sookshma Naadi Chakra

If the boy and girl have same rashi but different nakshatras or same
nakshatras but different rashis the effects of naadi Dosha will stand nullified.

If the total points scored on these eight types of matchings is more
than 18 marriage can be permitted.

Note: the following results based on 88 couples - 46 disturbed 42
happy. So any parameter which gives near 50% result is irrelevant. If it
gives 70% or more, it will become significant and should be checked on
larger samples.

● Out of 32 couples with naadi dosha - 19 disturbed and 13 happy
● Out of 5 couples with sookshma naadi dosha-4 disturbed and one happy
● Param Vair Yoni 7 cases - 4 disturbed 3 happy
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● No varna matching  32 cases - 17 disturbed 15 happy
● Zero point in Gana Matching 26 cases - 13 disturbed 13 happy
● Bhakoota Dosha 50 cases - 27 disturbed 23 happy
● Dwirdwadasha 12 cases - 7 disturbed 5 happy
● Navapanchama 21 cases - 13 disturbed 8 happy
● Shadastaka 17 cases -  7 disturbed 10 happy
● Below 18 points(Gunas)  in Matching  26 cases-14 disturbed 12 happy

Thus no significant result in favour of traditional matching except on
some fine variation of naadi and bhakoota where we need to check on
larger samples.  So one should use one's wisdom as to how much weightage
one should give to various aspects of moon based matching.

 A student asked the teacher," What advise should I give when Moon
based matching is not good but other aspects look satisfactory ?". Teacher
replied, " If you have to ask me how to advise, you should not advise"

C. Matching based on placement of planets or Bhava matching
There are different types of views available on bhava matching. We

mainly stress of the following:
I. If the horoscopes of boy and girl are individually strong it is not

necessary to match the placement of planets.
II. If malefic are placed in a particular house (relevant for marriage) of a

person then it should be matched with another having malefic in the
same house. This view has wide classical support.
SainaBaaO-maaoqavaa @vaicat\ papao vaa tadRSaao Bavaot\ toYvaova

BavanaoYvaova BaaOmadaoSa ivanaaSakRt\
If Saturn, Mars or other malefic is placed in the same house of a person

in which Mars of another is placed then it will ward off the evil effects of
Mars Dosha.

VUnakuTumbagataaO yaid papaO darivayaaogaja du:K kraO taO
tadRSa yaaogaja dar yaut: caot\ jaIvait pu~Qanaaid yautSca
When malefic are placed in second and twelfth house of a person it

will cause separation from spouse. But if such a person is matched with
another having similar afflictions in 2nd and 12th then he will be long lived
happy and will have children.

Thus as per this theory if a person has mars in 7th house and he is
matched with another having any malefic in 7th house it is a good match
keeping other factors constant. It is like saying if both the parties have nuclear
power the chances of war are minimised. Thus as per this theory if Menaka
Gandhi had Mars in her 8th house and she was matched with Sanjay Gandhi
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who had Moon in 8th  house it is not good or Sanjay Gandhi who had Mars
in his 12th house matched with Menaka who had Venus in 12th it is not
similar matching. This is just an explanation of the rule, Success or failure of
marriages depends on a lot of factors.

This rule works on minor afflictions not on heavy afflictions this is what
I feel.

If malefic in a particular house is under benefic aspect or other
factors are strong then we need not bother about matching for such malefic
placement. But if a malefic is connected with 7th house or 7th lord at lagna
degrees it is close affliction and must be matched carefully. See the following
observations from Mrs Nagpal' article based on 272 cases. 50 % result means
insignificant result. Around 70 % the factor becomes important.:
a. Number of cases where natal Saturn is placed in or aspecting

7th house (not at lagna degree). 85
Number of cases of disturbed marriages. 47 55%
Number of cases of happy marriages. 38 45%

b. Number of cases where natal Saturn is close to lagna degree
And is placed in or aspecting the 7th house. 22
Number of cases of disturbed marriages 15 68%
Number of cases of happy marriages. 7 32%

c. Number of cases where natal Saturn is not associated with 21
7th house but is at lagna degree.
Number of cases of disturbed marriages 15 71%
Number of cases of happy marriages 7 29%

Thus you can see that Saturn has more malefic effects to transfer when it is
close to lagna degrees than otherwise. The same is true with other malefic
as close degree connections get repeated in divisional charts.  Thus similarity
of afflictions is one type of matching and it is like creating balance of terror
( ivaYasya ivaYama\ AaOYaQama\ ).

III Another type of matching is based on the theory of negating the
adverse effects of badly afflicted houses by matching with a person who has
opposite house strong. For example, If a person has heavy afflictions to 8th
house by placement and aspect then such person should be matched with
another who has a strong 2nd house ( 8th from 7th ). This should be ensured
when there are heavy afflictions to a particular house.

IV A person with combinations for widowhood should be matched
with another having combinations for widower hood; or with one having
combination for long life.

V A woman finds pleasure in the man whose features are in conformity
with those of the planets impelling her to evil courses as is given by
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Vaidyanath in Jatak Paarijaat
duvyaa-parkrgàhakRitnar p`Iitma\ p`yaait AMganaa

A person with unorthodox outlook should not be matched with another
having traditionally inclined personality. One should use one's wisdom in
this regard. To illustrate, If a person is having exchange of Mars and Venus
in navamsha then he/she will be inclined to extramarital relations (To be
seen in the light of other factors). Such person should be matched with
another having impact of Mars and Venus in his personality. Take another
example, A person with Venus in the navamsha of Saturn aspected by
Saturn will be inclined towards partner from below his/ her caste, stature
etc. Such person should be matched with another whose personality is
indicated by Saturn.

Thus matching based on planetary placement is very complicated. It
is not as simple as matching a Mangali with a mangali, or counting the
number of malefic placed in 1/4/7/8/12 houses in both the charts. Moreover,
it is based on the hypothesis that we are free to choose which in most cases
proves wrong. See the following findings from Remy Aggarwal's article
most of the myths about Mars will be sorted out. Out 115 couples with Mars
Dosha 78 were happy only 37 disturbed. Thus only Mars does not disturb
marriage and when it does not disturb then whether you match it or not, it
does not matter.  Out of 37 disturbed marriage cases, 19 were disturbed
despite so called matching. Out 78 of happy mangali   couples 57 were
happy despite getting married to non mangali.

D. Some other factors which need to be considered
There are some other observations which are based on experience

and which were tested in the research class. One should take in to account
these while matching and analysis of a horoscope for marriage.

i. Note down the Lagna, Moon sign and Sign occupied by venus in
both the charts. If any one of these signs is in 1/7 position to any one
of these signs from the other chart it is good matching. For example,
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if Moon sign of one becomes the Lagna of another; or sign occupied
by Venus in one chart is the lagna of other chart, it is a good match.

ii. Jupiter's trinal aspect on 7th house (Jupiter in 3rd or 11th house) is a
strong protective influence in marriage. Jupiter in 9th house protects
marriages and more so in female chart.

iii. When a planet is placed with its exaltation lord at the same degree it
gains strength and when it is placed with its debilitation lord at the
same degree it becomes weak. Thus Venus as significator of marriage
and sexual pleasure placed at close degree with its debilitation lord
Mercury is not good. Jupiter as significator of progeny placed with
Saturn, its debilitation lord, will become weak. Venus closely
connected with Jupiter, its exaltation lord will improve the signification
of Venus.

iv. Heavy affliction to 12th house or second house without any benefic
aspect will adversely affect marriage.

v. A combust planet will give negative results only when it is very close
in degree to Sun and in such case its significations will remain
unmanifest. When a person comes very close to King (Sun) then
many of his qualities will not get manifested but when a king comes
close to a female he will also lose his stature. When Sun and Venus
are at close degrees Venus will lose but Sun Will also lose as Venus is
the debilitation lord of Sun.  See the article by Rama Kapoor for
effects of closely combust Venus on marriage.

vi. When 7th lord is placed in its own nakshatra it is not a good indication
for marriage.

vii. Venus - Moon opposition is found to cause delay or disturbance in
marriage if one or both of these is influenced by Saturn (To be seen
with other factors). Venus Saturn opposition can cause obstructions in
settling marriage.

E.  Dashas After Marriage
This is one of the most important factors which is often ignored. While

matching try to take the following points in to consideration:
I. Dasha of weak and afflicted planets which have a bad role for 7th

house can cause disturbance in marriage. If a person is well aware of
such times he can avoid adverse reactions in that time period and
marriages can be saved. Here an astrologer can play a major role by
identifying the disturbing periods for marriage and advising the couple
to peacefully pass that time period. In these situations one's Culture,
Family background and Samskaras play a major role.

II.  Both should not get bad dashas at the same time and dashas of male
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and female should not change at the same time.
To make marriage successful it is always better to know the periods

when one should be patient and this is the main benefit of astrology which
a wise person can get with the guidance of a wise astrologer.

Let us take a few examples to illustrate the above rules

Example 1.
This is the horoscope of a couple with disturbance in marriage after

child birth the following are the important points from the individual
horoscopes of the couple:

Male:  Following are the main negative points:
● Significator Venus is in close degrees with Mercury, It is closely

combust and placed between Mars and Sun. Venus in 'Papkartari'
means lack of freedom in comforts relating to significations of
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Venus which combined with Mars here has led to extramarital
inclinations.

● 7th lord from Venus is placed in lagna in its own nakshatra
● All beneficf are either ill placed or in Papkartari
● Close degree afflictions of Venus will get repeated in navamsha
● Marriage in the dasha of Saturn- Rahu. Antara of a malefic in the

Mahadasha of 7th lord is not good

Female:  Note the following points:
● Significator Venus in close degrees with ketu. Placed in gandanta,

aspected by Saturn and Mars, unaspected by any benefic.
● Seventh lord is debilitated in navamsha, the planet Jupiter, whose

dasha was running at the time of marriage was also debilitated in
navamsha

● Benefics are ill placed or afflicted

Matching:
● Traditional matching- 20 points, Navapanchama and Param Vaira

Yoni
● There was no much complication in planetary matching except

affliction of 2/8 axis in female chart was not suitably matched
Critical factor to affect marriage was not matching but heavy affliction

of Venus in both the horoscopes. In the above light 7th lord of male placed
in 12th aspected by 6th lord from 8th house will be assigned negative
meaning ( because in totality there was negative indication).

In this case there was not much affliction to 7th house or 7th lord but
Venus was having multiple affliction in both charts

Example 2:
Male chart: some important points in brief are:

● 7th house is not influenced by any malefic; 7th lord in 2nd under
mixed influence but gets exalted in navamsha.

● Venus in own house and own navamsha with no major affliction
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● In rashi tulya navamsha there in no affliction to 7th house
● Due to majority of benefic influences there if promise for happy

marriage despite Mars in 8th house. In this light 7th lord in 2nd
house aspected by 11th lord  from 8th house indicates a spouse
from rich family.

Female chart
● 7th house aspected by Mer, Ven and Mars; Benefics in kendras;

significator exalted in navamsha are good indicators
● If the overall indications are good Mars-Venus combinations

indicates  strong attraction towards one's spouse and 7th lord
placed in 12th from 7th means that spouse has enough to spend
and lot of marital comforts

● In Rashi tulya navamsha there is no affliction in 7th house
Matching

● There is sthoola naadi dosha
● Malefics in 8th house of male indicate negative for longevity of

spouse but he is matched with a female with strong lagna and
benefics in kendras - a very good match

Despite naadi dosha and 8th mars the marriage is good because there
is majority of strong positive factors

Example 3:
This is a case of disturbed marriage after three years of marriage. The

female went abroad and started living with another person without divorce.
Note the following main points:

● It is a case of sookshma naadi dosha
● In male child there is no apparent affliction in male chart but one

cannot ignore 7th lord placed in its own nakshatra. His wife left him
in Jupiter- Mars dasha. Venus is placed with a planet which in
exchange with another planet.

● Female is  having Mars and Venus placed at close degrees in 7th
house  which aggravate sexual desire so she should have been
matched with a person with impact of Mars and Venus in his personality
but she was matched with another having aspect of Jupiter on lagna
and Moon and Jupiter influincing the navamsha lagna. Thus it was a
bad match. Her desha -kaala-paatra also provoked her to live
separately as she was the daughter of a divorcee mother. Had she
been from a traditional rural family, she should have stayed with the
first husband and suffered from hysteria or other pschylogical disorders.
The readers can analyze the other factors.
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Conclusion:
Thus there is no fool proof system of matching. It is a case to case

analysis and one cannot afford to be dogmatic or rigid in these matters. The
articles in this book also reflect the individual style of the writer apart from
highlighting the collective wisdom of the research class. The readers should
take the information given with care and test it on their data.
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